Simplify Suite® v6 and ScrewDrivers® v6
What’s New?
Auto-Updating ScrewDrivers Client
New in v6 is a long-requested feature, auto-updating clients. Once you install a v6 client, it will always sync
its version with the server. When the server is updated, the client is updated upon the next connection to the
server. After you install a v6 to a client workstation, you never have to worry about updating it again!
Updates for System Performance
Tricerat has gathered feedback from installations ranging from a few servers to large enterprises and made
core improvements to enhance performance and maintain stability. One component receiving major updates
is the new ScrewDrivers Print Server Agent, which has better handling of network connections for high-load
environments.
Additionally, ScrewDrivers now better utilizes new connection techniques available in Windows Server 2012
and 2016. Using Dynamic Virtual Channels in RDP environments provides greater connection performance
and capability.
Finally, recent ScrewDrivers versions have utilized enhanced compression methods which provides faster
print speed and reduced network bandwidth utilization. These improvements are all included in ScrewDrivers
v6.
Advanced Print Features
Tricerat recently released “Advanced Print Features” functionality in Simplify Printing which allows users to
access the native manufacturer user interface to set any option provided by the printer. This new feature is
enhanced even more in Simplify Printing v6 with better performance and compatibility.
User Interfaces
Both administrators and users will see updated control panel user interfaces, making it easier to configure
the product exactly how you need it.
Other Core Enhancements
New in v6 is a different license component. This support different license models for both single-instance and
license server operation. (note: all new installs or upgrades to v6 will require a new license code.)
ScrewDrivers v6 and Simplify Suite v6 are updated to the latest development tools and installer methods for
future compatibility. Under the hood, product logging has received an update for the times where additional
information is required from an install. Version 6 has been written for full compatibility of new Windows 10
workstations and Windows Server 2016 servers.
A wide-ranging set of improvement and fixes leading up to v6 makes this the best ever virtual print driver and
print management solution.
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